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INTRODUCTION 

Tuberculosis (TB) is a respiratory illness that usually 

affects the lungs, but it also infects kidney, spine and 

brain. TB is of two types dormant and active. Dormant 

tuberculosis means that you become infected with 

bacteria, but you are not sick and you’re not contagious. 

TB becomes activated in weak immune system peoples. 
People with strong immune systems can live with 

dormant TB without ever having symptoms. People who 

have dormant TB are not contagious. TB becomes active 

when your immune system can’t stop the bacteria from 

growing. A weak immune system means that it will be 

easier for the TB bacteria to multiply in your body, 

causing you to become sick. People with active TB are 

contagious and can spread it to other people.[1] 

 

Vitamin D is having important role in macrophage 

activation and the subsequent restriction of MTB 
growth,[2] and it has been implicated as a tuberculosis 

risk (TB).[3] An association between vitamin D (i.e. 

25[OH] D) levels and TB has been already described in 

several studies.[4-6] An association between 25(OH) D 

levels and latent tuberculosis infection (LTBI) has not 

been well described. Vitamin D is an important part of 

your immune system. Vitamin D can help to increase the 

amount of good immune proteins that fight and destroy 

bacteria. People with low levels of vitamin D are more 

likely to develop dormant tuberculosis, and are also more 

likely to progress to active tuberculosis. Having high 

levels of vitamin D may be a way to help prevent 
tuberculosis infection, but more experiments need to be 

done to say for sure. Some authors have shown that 

people with tuberculosis who take vitamin D 

supplements have a faster recovery and fewer symptoms. 

More experiments are needed to determine whether or 

not vitamin D can help to treat tuberculosis.[7] 

 

Symptoms of active TB include.[1] 

a) A bad cough for more than 3 weeks 

b) Chest pain 
c) Coughing up blood or mucus 

d) Feeling weak  

e) Weight loss 

f) No appetite 

g) Fever, chills, or night sweats. 

 

Before discovering antibiotics for TB, sun therapy was 

used as treatment for peoples. Physician or clinician 

thought that something is in the sun was helping to TB 

people, which shows that vitamin D plays important role 

in curing TB. Vitamin D is synthesized in the skin from 
sunlight. Vitamin D receptors are found on the surface of 

a cell, where they receive chemical signals. By attaching 

themselves to a receptor, these chemical signals direct a 

cell to do something. Vitamin D receptors found on 

immune system and respiratory tract, and it can bind 

with receptor. Vitamin D works in the immune system 

and lowering levels of bad inflammatory proteins, while 

at the same time increasing amounts of good 

antimicrobial proteins that can destroy TB bacteria. 

Vitamin D helps to immune system to kill the TB 

bacteria.[8]  

 
Macrophages are good cells in the immune system. 

Macrophages “eat” invading bacteria and viruses, which 

protects your body from TB infection and illnesses. The 
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SUMMARY 

Total 20 TB infected patients were selected for study group and compare with 25 normal healthy control groups. 
All patients of TB infection are diagnosed by clinician and admitted in our hospital for treatment. Informed consent 

was taken from all patients, who participated in our study and the study was approved by the hospital ethics 

committee. TB was defined as microbiological or histological evidence of MTB infection and/or receipt of 

treatment for TB during the study period, past TB was defined as documentation of having completed treatment for 

TB, LTBI was defined as a positive test result (diameter, ⩾10 mm) and a positive QFT-G test result and no 

evidence of TB or history of TB, any MTB infection was defined as evidence of MTB infection and no MTB 

infection was defined as a negative test result and neither current TB nor past TB. Patients in the TB and past TB 

groups were combined for the analysis, because we were interested in those whose infection had progressed to TB. 
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TB bacteria try to attack on your macrophages and infect 

your body. Vitamin D helps your immune system by 

making macrophages stronger and fights the TB bacteria 

[9-10]. Many studies show that people with low levels of 

vitamin D are more likely to get TB than people with 

higher levels of vitamin D.[7] Another major determinant 
to the free and total circulating 25(OH) D concentration 

is the vitamin D binding protein (DBP); in circulation it 

binds 85–90% of the 25(OH) D and in circulation 

increases the half-life of 25(OH) D as a vitamin D 

reservoir, and aids in reabsorbing vitamin D filtered in 

the kidney.[11-13] 

 

Some studies have showed a role for vitamin D in 

promoting the environment associated with antibacterial 

activity. Autophagy is the cellular process of degrading 

cytosolic components including decaying organelles and 

nonfunctional proteins, and has also been linked to 
immune processes and TB disease. It is therefore 

interesting to note studies showing that 1,25D promote 

autophagy in monocytes, with inhibitors of 

autophagosome formation suppressing antibacterial 

activity. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Total 20 TB infected patients were selected for study 

group and compare with 25 normal healthy control 

groups. The study will be conducted in the patients 

admitted in the Department of TB and Chest in 
collaboration with Dept. of Biochemistry, Intensive 

Coronary Care Unit at Chandulal Chandrakar Memorial 

Medical College, Kachandur, Durg. All patients of TB 

infection are diagnosed by clinician and admitted in our 

hospital for treatment. Informed consent was taken from 

all patients, who participated in our study and the study 

was approved by the hospital ethics committee.  

 

Tb Status was classified as Follows 
TB was defined as microbiological or histological 

evidence of MTB infection and/or receipt of treatment 

for TB during the study period, past TB was defined as 

documentation of having completed treatment for TB, 

LTBI was defined as a positive test result (diameter, ⩾10 
mm) and a positive QFT-G test result and no evidence of 

TB or history of TB, any MTB infection was defined as 

evidence of MTB infection and no MTB infection was 

defined as a negative test result and neither current TB 

nor past TB. Patients in the TB and past TB groups were 

combined for the analysis, because we were interested in 

those whose infection had progressed to TB. 

 

Collection of Blood sample 

5 ml fasting blood sample was collected in a dry, clean, 

plane tube from TB patients. After clotting of blood, it is 
centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. for 10 minutes. Serum will 

separate for the analysis of Vit D. 

 

The activity of Vit D measured by using 25-

hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) assays used for 

determination of vitamin D status.[14] 

 

Control Group 
Total 25 normal healthy 20-64 years adult, age & sex 

matched subject comprises for control group.  

 

Data Analysis 

Data were expressed as mean ±SD. Mean values were 

assessed for significance by unpaired student –t test. A 

statistical analysis was performed using the Stastical 

Package for the Social Science program (SPSS, 21.0). 

Frequencies and percentages were used for the 

categorical measures. Probability values p < 0.05 were 

considered statistically significant.  

Table 1: Showed mean value of Age in patients with TB compared with control groups. 

Age group 20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 Above 60 

No of Normal subjects 3 3 7 2 3 2 2 2 1 

No of TB Patients 1 2 2 4 7 1 1 1 1 

 

Table 2: Showing sex wise distributions in TB patients and control group. 

Age group 20-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 Above 60 

Male 2 2 5 2 2 2 2 1 1 

Female 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 

Total Control 3 3 7 2 3 2 2 2 1 

Male 1 2 2 3 4 0 1 1 0 

Female 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 

Total Patients 1 2 2 4 7 1 1 1 1 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The study was conducted in Dept. of Respiratory 

medicine in collaboration with dept. of Biochemistry 

from June 2017 to March 2018 at Chandulal Chandrakar 

Memorial Medical College Kachandur, Durg. Patient 

group included 14 (70%) males and 6 (30%) females. 

Sex-matched controls were selected from the hospital 

registry where 19 (76%) males and 6 (24%) females 

were included in group II. In patient group, mean ± SD 

age was 46.60 ± 21.87 years. Age-matched controls were 
selected as group II from the registry with a mean ± SD 

age of 44.72 ± 19.94 years. There was no statistically 

significant difference between the studied groups 

regarding age (p = 0.8). Patient group included 11 (55%) 

smokers and 9 (45%) non-smokers. control included 15 

(60%) non-smokers and 10 (40%) smokers. There was 

no statistically significant difference between the two 

groups regarding smoking status (p= 0.5). 
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Our study shows in patient group, on commencing the 

anti-TB treatment, Serum vitamin D deficiency was 

defined in 19(95%) patients, serum vitamin D 

insufficiency was detected in a single (5%) patient while 

there were no single case found where serum vitamin D 

toxicity was found. Mean serum vitamin D level at the 
start of treatment was 8.73 ± 4.38 ng/dl. After 2nd 

month’s treatment, serum vitamin D deficiency was 

detected in 4 (20%) patients, serum vitamin D 

insufficiency was traced in 11 (55%) patients, serum 

vitamin D sufficiency was found in 5 (25%) patients, and 

there is no serum vitamin D toxicity. Mean serum 

vitamin D level after second month treatment was 21.76 

± 6.83ng/dl and in case control groups the level of Vit D 

were 37.91 ± 4.28 ng/dl. On the basis of activity of Vit D 

found that there was a statistically significant difference 

between the control group and patient group at the start 

of treatment and the end of 2nd month anti-TB treatment. 
Similar findings were found in Essam Gouda Hassanein 

et.al. Studies,[15] and shows that the improvement 

observed in vitamin D supplemented TB therapy. 

Vitamin D is safe when added to anti-tuberculous drugs. 

Vitamin D deficiency is common among TB patients. In 

the study of Sutaria et al. was used vitamin D for treat 

TB patients during the pre-antibiotic era, trials in recent 

years have continued to assess its role in the treatment 

and prevention of TB and concluded that individuals 

with TB had lower vitamin D status (lower serum levels 

of 25(OH) D) than healthy, age-matched, and sex-
matched controls.[16] 

 

At the start of TB treatment, patients group included 14 

patients who were hypocalcemic, 6 were normo-

calcemic, and there were no patients with hypercalcemia. 

After 2nd month of TB treatment, 4 patients were 

hypocalcemic, 10 patients were normo-calcemic and 6 

patients were hypercalcemia. The mean serum calcium 

level after 2nd month of TB treatment was 3.94 ± 0.63 

mg/dl and before treatment it was 9.16 ± 2.83 mg/dl. 

There was a statistical significant difference in serum 

calcium level at the beginning and after 2nd month of 
treatment. 

 

Martineau et al.[17] showed that serum calcium level 

declined in both intervention and control arms after 

initiation of antimicrobial treatment. Such a decline 

might have resulted from a reduction in granulomatous 

burden in patients responding to treatment, leading to a 

decrease in extra-renal 1-alpha hydroxylation of 25-

hydroxy-vitamin D and a fall in serum 1, 25-

dihydroxyvitamin D concentrations. 

 
In a research carried out in Jakarta The effect of vitamin 

D as supplementary treatment in patients with 

moderately advanced pulmonary tuberculous lesion the 

group treated with vitamin D had higher sputum 

conversion and radiological improvement (100%) as 

compared to the placebo group. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

On the basis of our result and supportive findings of 

some studies concluded that vitamin D used as a 

supplementation during tuberculosis therapy. It increases 

activity of cell-mediated immunity and reduces bacterial 

growth. Because there is no risk of supplementation it is 
safe.  
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